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MISSION STATEMENT OF THE HONORS PROGRAM 
 
The Wagner College Honors Program has the following goals: 
 

to operate in harmony with the College's mission statement; 
 

to work closely with the Admissions Office to identify incoming students who have the 
potential for exceptional scholarly work and recruit them into the Program; 

  
to recruit students from the whole student body who have special intellectual ability, but 
who may not reflect this in standard ways; 

 
to retain students who have been admitted into the Program by providing students with 
special courses, colloquia and independent study opportunities that are more challenging 
than regular courses; 

 
to provide students with extensive support and counseling in the pursuit of their academic 
and pre-professional goals; 

 
to develop a faculty identified with the Program who offer one-time seminars on topics of 
special interest to them and their students; 

 
to function as a source of innovation and curricular experimentation on campus; 

 
to utilize to the fullest the educational opportunities offered by information technology; 

 
to contribute to the overall enhancement of intellectual life on campus; 

 
to provide students with leadership opportunities by appointing them to an Honors 
Student Advisory Committee to work with the program's faculty Advisory Council in 
developing the aims of the program; 

 
to regularly submit the Program to self-study and revision in response to the changing 
nature of the student body and the College as a whole; 

 
to encourage students to participate in regional and national meetings of honors students 
and other forms of experiential education; 

 
to promulgate students' written and other works that are products of their work in the 
Program; and 

 
to provide opportunities for social gatherings among students in the Program. 

 
 
The Wagner College Honors Program is a member of the National Collegiate Honors 
Council (NCHC). 
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WELCOME 
 
Welcome to the spring semester of 2015! This semester begins on the 20th of October 2014 with 
the registration for spring semester courses. The 21 courses (including one ILC) offered in the 
Honors Program represent an excellent selection of academic topics, and they are taught by 
outstanding professors. The courses represent many academic fields at Wagner College and give 
all of you good opportunities to expand your academic experiences. The many courses in the 
spring 2015 compensate for the few courses offered in the fall of 2014. Please, make plenty 
of use of this to take honors courses. The next fall semester may again only offer less honors 
courses, because many faculty have to focus on the First Year Program in fall semesters. 
 
On the following page you find a course schedule. On first sight it may appear somewhat 
confusing, but I believe it is still a good tool to quickly see which courses overlap in time and 
cannot be taken simultaneously. 
 
Behind the course schedule you will find course descriptions. Some of the course descriptions 
are accompanied by comments of the instructors that may help you in your decisions. 
 
At the end you find three articles. One is about the design of honors courses from the website of 
the National Collegiate Honors Council (NCHC). The other is about some reasons for students 
why to join an Honors Program from NextStepU. The last is a very interesting article about 
learning –Is there a Genius in all of us?– from the BBC News Magazine. 
 
Already now I would like to remind the juniors to get in contact with potential advisors for their 
honors thesis. A proposal about your thesis must be submitted to me in April 2015. 
 
Finally, let me wish all of you a successful semester! 
 
Dr. Horst Onken 
Director of the Honors Program 
Professor of Zoology and Physiology 
Science Building, Room 411 
Office Hours: M - F 10 – 11am, M, T + F 2 – 4pm after appointment  
Phone: 718-420-4211 
Fax: 718-420-4172 
E-mail: horst.onken@wagner.edu 
 
Stephanie Rollizo 
Secretary of the Honors Program 
Science Building, Room 412 
Phone: 718-390-3103 
Fax: 718-420-4172 
E-mail: Stephanie.rollizo@wagner.edu 
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COURSE SCHEDULE FOR SPRING 2015 
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AA 250 Price Introduction to Management and the Arts 
  Days/Times: T + Th 11:20am – 12:50pm 
  Course Description: 

An introduction/overview of management of arts 
organizations. Managers and organizations, the management 
process, profile of the arts manager, evolution of management 
thought, staffing process in the arts, modern management, 
fundamentals of leadership and group dynamics, technology 
and information systems management. This course is a 
prerequisite for all the advanced upper level Arts 
Administration courses. Prerequisites: Sophomore standing. 
 
Management of the arts is part business and part art. It 
requires perseverance, passion and diplomacy to succeed. 
This course will be an overview of some of the central issues 
facing an arts manager today. Topics will include the various 
types of arts organizations, the styles of management, 
organizational structures, financial controls, legal issues, 
marketing, fundraising and strategic planning. Students will 
be required to visit arts organizations and report to the class 
their experiences. The weekly schedule will be flexible to 
allow for guest speakers and class presentations. 
 
A comment from the instructor: 
Students will analyze issues and express reasoned opinions to 
determine what constitutes art versus commerce and how and 
when they intersect. Since arts administrators must not only 
understand the business principles, but must have a grounding 
in all arts fields, the class will attend arts events and both 
write about and present their experiences orally to the class  
The course will provide ample opportunity to improve written 
and oral communication skills, which are essential attributes 
for the successful manager. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

todd.price@wagner.edu 
Phone: 4338 

mailto:todd.price@wagner.edu�
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AC 101 Horan Financial Accounting I 
  Days/Times: M + W 9:40 – 11:10am 
  Course Description: 

An elementary course in accounting. Development of the 
fundamentals of accounting, mastering elementary accounting 
equations, journalizing, posting, taking trial balances, closing 
entries, work sheets, financial statements, accruals, deferred 
items, reversals, special journals, columnar books, controlling 
accounts, and business papers. Computer applications will be 
emphasized. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A comment from the instructor: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

phoran@wagner.edu 
Phone: 3437 

mailto:phoran@wagner.edu�
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AH 491 
HI 291 
 
 
 

Morowitz 
 

Art and Aesthetics in Nazi Germany 
Days/Times: M 1 – 4pm 
Course Description:  
One of the most murderous regimes in history, the Third 
Reich was also one of the most deeply invested in all areas of 
art and aesthetics. Beyond the realm of producing propaganda 
in every medium, from posters to film to processions, the 
Nazis stole or destroyed millions of works of art throughout 
Europe, planned the redesign of many major cities, held the 
most highly attended “art” exhibit ever held and attempted to 
control every facet of the visual arts. This course proposes 
that we cannot fully understand National Socialism without 
understanding the aesthetic ideology of the party and of Adolf 
Hitler and shows how “culture was not only the end to which 
power should aspire, but the means of achieving it.” 

A comment from the instructor: 
Topics to be explored include Hitler’s youth as a struggling 
painter in Vienna and his rejection from the Art Academy; the 
systematic expropriation of Jewish art collections and the 
works of foreign museums; Albert Speer’s plans for a newly 
designed Berlin; the 1937 Degenerate Art exhibit; the 
carefully designed parades, processions and rallies; and recent 
law cases to have stolen works of art restored to their rightful 
owners. The course ends with a look at memorials and 
museums dedicated to the Holocaust and ask whether it is 
possible for art, in any form, to illuminate one of the darkest 
chapters in human history. 
 

 
 
 

lmorowit@wagner.edu 
Phone: 3151 

mailto:lmorowit@wagner.edu�
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AN 325 (I) Dietrich Culture, Power and Race 
  Days/Times: T + Th 9:40 – 11:10am 
  Course Description: 

This course introduces the student to the field of political 
anthropology, the study of power in situated cultural contexts, 
with an emphasis in international examples. Case studies 
examine a variety of social movements, notably 
environmentalism and nationalism. We will consider the 
importance of ecology, religion, symbolism, and local politics 
in the context of a long and continuing process of 
globalization. Offered alternate spring semesters. May be 
used to fulfill the minor in Environmental Studies. 
 
 
 
A comment from the instructor: 
In addition to students interested in environmental issues, this 
class is great for students who are interested in exploring 
controversial issues like border control, political corruption, 
and corporate misbehavior. We will also be looking at global 
public health campaigns, and debating the human rights 
implications of epidemics like Ebola, polio, and HIV/AIDS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

alexa.dietrich@wagner.edu 
Phone: 4373 

mailto:alexa.dietrich@wagner.edu�
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AR 105 Murphy Drawing I 
Days/Times: Th 1 – 4 pm 
Course Description: The development of skills in the 
representation of objects and the figure in terms of line, space, 
composition, and value. Emphasis is placed on basic drawing 
techniques and interpretative qualities of various media. 
 
A comment from the instructor: 
Although it is a class designed for absolute beginners, the 
Honors section of Drawing I attempts to challenge the student 
by assigning a writing component where the student reflects 
on how the class topics are utilized by both contemporary 
artists and artists of the past. We will include field trips to 
view art to help facilitate this process. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

bmurphy@wagner.edu 
Phone: 3152 

mailto:bmurphy@wagner.edu�
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AS 108 Kozak Astronomy: Stars and Galaxies 
Days/Times: T + Th 9:40 – 11:10am 
Course Description: This course in astronomy is given for 
both science and non-science majors, and is multidisciplinary. 
One aspect deals with astrobiology-the evolution of our solar 
system, the formation of the earth, and the sequence of events 
leading up to the evolution of our own species. These topics 
serve as a model in the quest for discovering extrasolar 
planets, as well as extraterrestrial life. 
Another aspect of the course deals with astrophysics- the 
application of the theories of Newton and Einstein in studying 
the life cycle of stars, as well as the formation of galaxies. 
Included will be a discussion of black holes and the future 
possibility of time travel. 
The final aspect of this course will deal with cosmology- the 
big bang theory of how the universe began, as well as the 
possibility of a multiverse consisting of an infinite number of 
universes existing in space-time. The most recent research 
with high-speed particle accelerators and the possible 
existence of the Higgs boson will be explored as well. 
Lectures will be supplemented by slides, science and science 
fiction film clips, and recent articles from newspapers and 
magazines. 
Students will be required to do research at the Rose 
Planetarium of the American Museum of Natural History in 
Manhattan. 
 
 
A comment from the instructor: 
This honors course differs from the non-honors section 
because students in this course will be required to select either 
a science book, science fiction novel, or a periodical from a 
selected bibliography given by the instructor. This assignment 
will count as a lecture exam, giving the honor student an 
enriched experience with the possibility of earning a higher 
course grade then if the student were not enrolled in the 
honors section. In addition, the instructor, currently serving 
his tenth year as a Solar System Ambassador for NASA, will 
supplement all lectures with the most up to date information 
on stars and galaxies.  
I have taught this course for several semesters and find it just 
as exciting and interesting as the students taking the course. 
 
 
 
 

hkozak@wagner.edu 
Phone: 3394 

mailto:hkozak@wagner.edu�
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BI 125 Blaize Genes to Genomics 
Days/Times: M + W 1:00 – 2:30pm 
Course Description: This course is designed for non-science 
majors interested in the problems and promises associated 
with modern-day genetics. Discoveries and technological 
advances in genetics are taught with an emphasis on the 
social, moral, ethical issues facing society today. 
 
A comment from the instructor: 
With the advances that are happening in Biotechnology, the field of 
Genetics is going through a scientific revolution.  Things that were only 
dreamed about or perceived as mere fiction are becoming realities. This 
course is an exploration of some of these scientific discoveries and 
applications and their impact on our lives. Major objectives of this Honor 
Course are: 1.Teach basic Human Genetics, Biotechnology and Genetic 
Engineering, 2.Encourage active participation of students in class 
discussions, 3.Explore the legal and social issues related to 
Biotechnology, 4. Debate whether the Eugenics movement is still with us 
and 5. Explore the impact of human genome research on society. 
Topics Covered in the Course  include 1.Evolution, Social Darwinism and 
Eugenics,2.Genetics and The Human Genome Project, 3.Reproductive 
Technologies, Cloning, Stem Cell Research and Bioethics,4.Genetic 
Screening, Genetic Testing, Gene Therapy and Gene 
Doping,5.Criminology and DNA Forensics,6.Genetically Modified 
Organisms (GMO) and Genetic Patents and 7.Race and Genography and 
Genetic Discrimination  
Some special and unique Honor course requirements for this course are: 
Students taking this course are required to finish all their assigned 
readings before coming to class and submit hand written definitions with 
proper citations from their readings of all new terminology and words that 
they encountered in their readings for 10% of their grades (Instructor does 
provide a “Word Listing” for definitions).  Students not only have to 
understand the basic scientific material, but also need to understand the 
implications (Ethical, Legal Social and Religious) that arise from the 
applications of Biotechnology.  To this end students shall take opposite 
sides on various issues and have a healthy and amicable debate.  In 
addition to this all students are expected to write a comprehensive research 
paper on a specific topic.  The paper is very unique in that it is a kind of an 
Intellectual Civic Engagement exercise on specific issues and their 
Ethical, Legal and Social fallouts.  
The research paper shall include clearly stated issues that arise from the 
Biotechnology application, context and technical overview, Scientific, 
Legal, Ethical and Social considerations, and Logical Analysis.  In 
addition students have to provide an action plan to resolve the issues based 
on literature search-based specific action steps.  Anticipated outcomes of 
the proposed resolution and near-term and far-term implications must also 
be explained in the paper.  The paper must be presented to the entire class 
in a Power Point format.  This type of a format is chosen to make the 
student body informed consumers of Biotechnology in that they not only 
understand the science behind the applications but also are trained to look 
at the potential issues and have the knowledge and capabilities to propose 
ideas to resolve some of these issues.  
 

jonathan.blaize@wagner.edu 
Phone: 4072 

http://www.google.com/imgres?q=Amniocentesis&hl=en&biw=1280&bih=421&gbv=2&tbm=isch&tbnid=gYGWqy9i1C3tZM:&imgrefurl=http://en.wikinoticia.com/lifestyle/Maternity/3879-amniocentesis&docid=93zciQAEo5-JbM&w=390&h=284&ei=iDCFTre1HYTogQfhu6wY&zoom=1�
mailto:jonathan.blaize@wagner.edu�
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CH 112 Richardson General Chemistry 
Days/Times: M, W, F 10:10 – 11:10am 
Course Description: A study of the basic theories and laws of 
chemistry and of the properties of the more common 
elements. 
 
A comment from the instructor: 
The pace at which material will be covered in this class will 
be significantly faster than in a regular section of general 
chemistry, as it will be assumed that students are capable of 
performing simple calculations and deducing relationships 
between topics presented. The increased pace allows for 
greater depth of analysis of the topics being covered. 
 
Every week, a challenging problem set containing multiple 
questions will be handed-out. Instructions will be included 
with each problem set, and each student (or group of students) 
will be expected to complete the problem set by the end of the 
week. The Friday class will be devoted to a discussion and 
presentation of solutions to these problems, and each student 
should be prepared to present their work to the entire class as 
well as participate in any discussions. A fraction of the course 
grade is based upon these presentations and participation. 
Students will be selected at random at the start of each Friday 
class to make the presentation. It is vital that you are ready 
each week to make a presentation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

nrichard@wagner.edu 
Phone: 4124 

mailto:nrichard@wagner.edu�
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CH 291 (TC) Sharma Understanding our World: Chemistry, Computers and 
Numbers 
Days/Times: M + W 2:40 – 4:10pm 
Course Description:
Computers have revolutionized our modes of travel, 
communication, leisure, health care, and practically every 
aspect of our life. Scientific research and data analysis have 
also gained immensely from this dramatic increase in 
computational power in the last decade. The course aims to 
provide students an enjoyable, yet rigorous introduction to 
technical computing and its applications to Chemistry. The 
course will have an extensive focus on numerical data 
analysis and visualization. Mathematica will be used 
extensively for symbolic and numerical calculations. 
Molecular visualization packages like Avogadro, Jmol and 
Spartan will be routinely employed to visualize biomolecules 
and molecules of special interest to students. Spartan will also 
be used to perform quantum chemistry calculations. 

  

 
A comment from the instructor: 
This course satisfies three requirements: Honors, Science 
General Education requirements and Technological 
Competency. Weekly assignments will introduce students to 
mathematical tools and operations that are routinely 
performed in many quantitative fields. Students can take this 
knowledge to their disciplines and enhance their 
understanding of the subject and their career prospects. A 
significant portion of the course grade will be based on a final 
project and presentation. Students will be expected to 
demonstrate proficiency in application of technical software 
packages and basic scientific concepts. 
 

 
 
 

aksharma@wagner.edu 
Phone: 3384 

mailto:aksharma@wagner.edu�
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EC 291 Dasgupta Game Theory 
  Days/Times: T + Th 9:40 - 11:10am 
  Course Description:  

This course will introduce students to game theory, which has 
made significant contributions in every field of economics in 
addition to other social sciences. It is the study of decision-
making and strategic behavior among parties having opposed, 
mixed or similar interests in situations where the outcome 
depends on the actions of multiple decision makers. 
 
In this course students will learn how to recognize and model 
strategic situations, and learn to predict outcomes in stylized 
games. Behavior in Chess and poker, in addition to pricing 
decisions of firms, trade tariff negotiations, and committee 
voting are just a few examples that can be fruitfully analyzed 
as formal games. 
 
A comment from the instructors: 
Prerequisite 
EC 302-Intermediate Microeconomics, and also by Instructor 
permission.  
 
Course Objectives 
By the end of the semester, the student should be able to: 
1. Solve games of complete information  
2. Understand how to solve games of incomplete information  
3. Apply the solution concepts to the appropriate settings 
 

 
 
 
 

utteeyo.dasgupta@wagner.edu 
Phone: 3265 

mailto:utteeyo.dasgupta@wagner.edu�
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EC 305 Leacy International Trade 
Days/Times: T + Th 1:00 – 2:30pm 
Course Description:  
This course will explore modern trade theory with a major 
emphasis on developing and using economic modeling to 
explain the rationale and direction of modern trade flows. A 
discussion of changes in current practices of commercial 
policy in the context of new information technology and geo-
economic structures will be included as well as the new 
European Economic Community. Prerequisites: Economics 
101 or 102 or permission by the instructor.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A comment from the instructors: 
 
 

 
 
  

mleacy@wagner.edu  
Phone: 3289 

mailto:mleacy@wagner.edu�
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EN 111 (W, I) Hurley World Literature: Introduction to Culture for the World 
Traveler 
Days/Times: M + W 2:40 – 4:10pm 
Course Description:
This course is designed for the student who intends to wander 
the world, either informally through the desire for exploration 
or formally as a start to a career in business, government, 
education, or international service. Literature, as an important 
cultural asset, can be an essential traveling companion. 
Accordingly, we will circumnavigate the globe through 
reading novels, poems, short stories, and essays, from the 
Middle East, to the Far East, to Africa, South America, the 
Caribbean and just about everywhere except Antarctica 
(unless penguin lit is suddenly discovered).  

  

 
A comment from the instructor: 
Expect to be engaged and challenged! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ahurley@wagner.edu  
Phone: 3363 

mailto:ahurley@wagner.edu�
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EN 348 (W, D) Arant Southern Women Writers 
Days/Times: T + Th 11:20am – 12:50pm 
Course Description: 
"If you are a Southern writer, that label, and all the 
misconceptions that go with it, is pasted on you at once, and 
you are left to get it off as best you can." --Flannery O'Connor  
 
"I am not a woman writer." --Toril Moi  
 
English 348 is designed to introduce you to a selection of 
influential Southern Women Writers working in a variety of 
genres and across a broad historical period. As we explore 
these writers in the context of the South, we will also 
investigate the cultural complexities of “Southern Women 
Writers” as a category in order to assess the benefits and risks 
of this designation. Toward this end, we will consider such 
questions as What counts as the South?; What are the 
historical stakes of literacy and literary production for 
women in the South?; Why do some writers who are women 
reject the notion of themselves as "women writers"?; and Why 
do some writers from the U.S. South reject the label of 
"Southern writer"? Additionally, we will examine how the 
writers on our syllabus write within and against conceptions 
of womanhood and region, particularly as they intersect with 
issues of sexuality, race, class, and ability. In addition to 
literary works, the class will also read secondary material to 
assist in our inquiry and serve as models for student writing.   
 
A comment from the instructor: 
 

         

alison.arant@wagner.edu 
Phone: 3370 

mailto:alison.arant@wagner.edu�
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GOV 291 Moynagh Feminist Film 
Days/Times: W 6 – 9pm 
Course Description:  
This course brings together the study of feminist theory with 
the interpretation of film from a gendered analysis. We will 
read several classic and contemporary works in feminist 
theory which will give us some critical tools for analyzing 
many different kinds of films. We will discuss whether or not 
the films can be regarded as feminist and what is at stake in 
making such judgments. 
 
 
 
A comment from the instructor: 
 
ILC : Human Sexuality and Feminist Film---GOV 291 
and NR 212 
This ILC intertwines the study of human sexuality and 
feminist consciousness. We will study women's lived 
experiences across cultures, time and the lifespan.  Sexual 
values, attitudes and gender differences will be explored. The 
related advances in medical science, which have influenced 
individuals and society, will be discussed as they relate to sex 
and reproduction. We will also interpret several films to 
consider whether or not they can be regarded as feminist. 
The ILC will be offered in the honors category . In addition, 
NR 212 meets the D requirement in terms of General 
Education Requirements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

patricia.moynagh@wagner.edu 
Phone: 4492 

ILC with NR 212! 

mailto:patricia.moynagh@wagner.edu�
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HI 264 Traore Islam in the World 
  Days/Times: T + Th 11:20am – 12:50pm 
  Course Description:  

Islam both as a religion and a cultural system has often been 
misunderstood and misinterpreted in the modern world by 
conservative and progressive forces alike. This course 
attempts to relook at Islam from a historical perspective 
tracing the roots of modern astronomy, medical science and 
military technology to Islamic cultural and religious practices. 
It also explores the socio-cultural universe of Islam and 
studies various initiatives in social reform, cultural 
philosophies and architectural models. While re-evaluating 
the perceived notions of Islam as a backward religion, this 
course points out how historically Islam propagated peace and 
progress in societies it came in contact with. 
 
A comment from the instructor: 
This class is discussion based and focuses on current events 
that link Islam, the Arab world, and international geopolitics, 
whose fate has been intertwined since 9/11. We will look at 
the history of Islam, addressing Muslims’ collective memory 
as it coalesced through the periods of the Caliphate, the 
Abbasi Golden Age, and Muslim Spain. Moving through 
history to post-9/11 times, we will examine how Islam has 
become a political identity and the way in which, in public 
debates, it has been lodged between religious fundamentalism 
and political terrorism. Lastly, we will analyze 2011’s Arab 
Revolutions (i.e., “The Arab Spring”) and the renaissance of 
Islamic Parties that emerged on the heels of the revolutionary 
wind that blew across the Maghreb and the Middle East. We 
will question the success of Islamic parties in meeting the 
demands expressed in these revolutionary movements: why 
are they judged the best candidates to reconnect the Arab 
world with a glorious past and an identity that reaches back to 
Islam’s Golden Age in the 9th century? 

 

makhroufi.traore@wagner.edu 
Phone: 4520 

mailto:makhroufi.traore@wagner.edu�
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HI 334 (W, I) Weintrob Nazi Germany and the Holocaust 
Days/Times: M + W 9:40 – 11:10am 
Course Description:  
Students will study the rise of Nazism in Germany and the 
destruction of two-thirds of Europe’s Jews and other victims 
during the Holocaust.  
Topics will include: Hitler’s ideas on race and gender and 
their appeal; experiences of men and women in the Nazi 
State; the role of the church and big business; Italian Fascism 
and Vichy France; the Final Solution; Resistance and the 
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising.  
The U.S. reaction to the Holocaust and to other genocides is 
explored.  
There will be opportunities to meet survivors and to work 
with videos of testimony.  We will also analyze film, 
literature, museum exhibits, and commemorative monuments 
of the Holocaust and genocide. 
The course includes an overnight trip to the National 
Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C.  
 

A comment from the instructor: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

lrweintr@wagner.edu 
Phone: 3309 

mailto:lrweintr@wagner.edu�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Stroop_Report_-_Warsaw_Ghetto_Uprising_06b.jpg�
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&docid=3jPRgwXTzKbHxM&tbnid=93qUGsOvaNHJHM:&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://ocfordarfur.wordpress.com/2011/04/01/april-is-genocide-awareness-and-prevention-month/&ei=7MgtVLDXK4f0yASq6IDADQ&psig=AFQjCNGk995Aqe_joCtdc1W9KKQsYUzQAg&ust=1412373086568007�
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NR 212 (D) Gasalberti Human Sexuality across the Life Span 
  Days/Times: T 4:20 – 7:20pm 
  Course Description: 

This is a survey course designed to provide the student with 
an evidence based background on human sexuality. Historical 
and research perspectives are integrated throughout the course 
as well as discussion, and examination of differing viewpoints 
and current issues. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A comment from the instructor: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ILC : Human Sexuality and Feminist Film---GOV 291 
and NR 212 
This ILC intertwines the study of human sexuality and 
feminist consciousness. We will study women's lived 
experiences across cultures, time and the lifespan. Sexual 
values, attitudes and gender differences will be explored. The 
related advances in medical science, which have influenced 
individuals and society, will be discussed as they relate to sex 
and reproduction. We will also interpret several films to 
consider whether or not they can be regarded as feminist. 
The ILC will be offered in the honors category. In addition, 
NR 212 meets the D requirement in terms of General 
Education Requirements. 

denise.gasalberti@wagner.edu 
Phone: 4508 

ILC with GOV 291! 

mailto:denise.gasalberti@wagner.edu�
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RE/PS 209  Kaelber Is Religion Man-made? 
Days/Times: W 6 – 8:50pm 
Course Description: Are religious “truths” divinely given or 
are they created by human beings? We will unravel this issue 
by approaching the question from various perspectives. We 
will consider, for example, the psychological approach of 
Sigmund Freud as well as the materialistic approach of Karl 
Marx. We will also consider the way in which Christian 
beliefs, in particular, are conditioned by cultural and political 
circumstances. 
We begin by examining religious predictions regarding the 
“end of the world” and why people continue to hold these 
beliefs even when they are proven to be untrue. We conclude 
with the powerful play “Equus” about a teenage boy who 
creates his own religion. 
 
 
A comment from the instructor: 
 
This course is cross-listed as RE 209 and PS 209. 
Depending on your registration, you get credit for 
Religion or for Psychology. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

wkaelber@wagner.edu 
Phone: 3373 

Who made whom? 

mailto:wkaelber@wagner.edu�
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SP/EN 213 
(W) 

Kiss Hispanic Literature in English Translation 

  Days/Times: M 6 – 9pm 
  Course Description:  

This is a course in English designed to introduce several 
masterworks of the Spanish and Latin American literary 
traditions to students who may or may not be ready to read 
the texts in the original language. Readings include selections 
from early peninsular works, such as El Cid and the Quixote, 
pre-Columbian texts such as the Popol Vuh, poetry from 
colonial Mexico’s Sor Juana and, finally, contemporary works 
from both Latin America (Borges, Cortázar, Allende) and 
Spain (Matute, García Lorca, Arrabal). Cross-listed w/EN 
213. 
 
A comment from the instructor: 

 
Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz 

 

mkiss@wagner.edu 
Phone: 3369 

mailto:mkiss@wagner.edu�
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SPC 103 Tennenbaum Public Speaking 
  Days/Times: T + Th 2:40 – 4:10pm 
  Course Description:  

A hands-on, practical approach to the study and practice of 
effective oral communication. Through a series of speaking 
assignments students will develop strategies to assist them in 
organizing their thoughts and overcoming performance 
anxiety on their way to becoming effective speakers. 
Different types of speeches will be covered including 
informative, demonstrative and persuasive. The course also 
includes preparation for special occasion speeches (awards, 
honors, ceremonies, weddings, etc.) as well as one-on-one 
situations. The primary goal of the class is to create relaxed, 
confident speakers who can be comfortable in any situation, 
whether formal or socially casual. 
 
 
 
 
 
A comment from the instructor: 

 
 
 

michael.tennenbaum@wagner.edu 
Phone: 3223 

mailto:michael.tennenbaum@wagner.edu�
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SO 300 Esser Law and Society 
  Days/Times: M + W 8:00 – 9:30am 
  Course Description:  

This course explains the American civil law system by 
examining it within the context of broader social issues in 
society. While this course does introduce undergraduate 
students to the basic concepts, processes, and institutions of 
the American civil law system (such as contracts and torts), 
its main purpose is to examine critically how law affects 
society and how society affects law. Sociological theories of 
the relationship between law and society are discussed, and 
empirical studies of the relationship between "law on the 
books" and "the law in action" are examined. This course will 
include a moot court exercise. 
 
A comment from the instructor: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

jesser@wagner.edu 
Phone: 3497 

mailto:jesser@wagner.edu�
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DESIGN OF AN HONORS COURSE 
(From the web site of the National Collegiate Honors Council) 

Every Honors instructor is different and every Honors course is different. Still, there do seem to 
be some characteristics that are common to many, if not most, Honors courses. Below are some 
guidelines that you may find helpful. In the words of one Honors faculty member, the finest 
instructors are those who are "willing to share the responsibility for teaching and learning with 
their students. The key to a successful Honors program is not the intelligence of the student or 
the subject matter of the course, but the attitude and approach of the instructor." 

Objectives 

Most Honors courses will have the following five objectives, or some variation: 

1. To help students develop effective written communication skills (including the ability to 
make effective use of the information and ideas they learn); 

2. To help students develop effective oral communication skills (while recognizing that not 
all students are comfortable talking a lot in class); 

3. To help students develop their ability to analyze and synthesize a broad range of material; 
4. To help students understand how scholars think about problems, formulate hypotheses, 

research those problems, and draw conclusions about them; and to help students 
understand how creative artists approach the creative process and produce an original 
work; 

5. To help students become more independent and critical thinkers, demonstrating the 
ability to use knowledge and logic when discussing an issue or an idea, while considering 
the consequences of their ideas, for themselves, for others, and for society. 

Let us consider each of these briefly. 

Developing written communication skills 

Discussion and writing are the hallmarks of Honors classes. Students become better writers 
(Objective 1) by using writing, both in class and out, as a means to express their ideas. 
Therefore, Honors courses should emphasize papers and essays, not multiple-choice exams, and 
emphasize ideas and active learning over information and lectures. 

How Honors faculty choose to help students develop written communication skills will depend 
on the discipline and on the instructor’s individual views about teaching and learning. Instructors 
can help students develop written skills through traditional writing assignments or through other 
methods such as journals, creative writing, reports, critiques, reviews, in-class writing, or the use 
of writing as a preliminary to discussion of issues. (In fact, the latter works extremely well to 
stimulate discussion. Students who have written something ahead of time are more willing to 
share their ideas and are less likely to talk off the top their heads in class.)  

Developing oral communication skills 
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Students become better speakers (Objective 2) by participating in class discussion and, where 
appropriate, by leading class discussion. Therefore, Honors program courses should be 
discussion-oriented rather than lectures. Students benefit most from discussion when they are 
given the topic several days in advance and are asked to prepare their responses in writing ahead 
of time. The instructor might wish to provide some background to inform the discussion, which 
can then be used as a springboard to other ideas.  

Developing the ability to analyze, to synthesize, and to understand scholarly work 

Students develop the ability to think about a broad range of ideas (Objective 3) and come to 
understand how scholars and artists work (Objective 4) by reading and responding to primary 
source material, by exploring issues and problems in depth rather than quickly and superficially, 
and by being carefully exposed to and guided through the methods of many disciplines. 
Therefore, Honors courses should try to explore with students the questions and methods 
common to all intellectual endeavors and those that differentiate the disciplines, to give students 
real-world, hands-on problems to explore, and to help them understand the place of intellectual 
pursuit in the greater society. 

The use of primary sources allows students to develop their own interpretations instead of 
relying on someone else’s. Cross-disciplinary readings are especially valuable, in that they give 
students the opportunity to synthesize ideas. But primary sources are not necessarily limited to 
published texts or original documents. They can, for example, be the students’ own experiences, 
the results of surveys or questionnaires, works of art or music, films, videos, and the like. What 
is important is that students have an opportunity to be engaged by primary material.  

Exploring issues and problems in depth may mean that the course covers less material than 
conventional courses In many courses, the amount of material covered is less important than the 
way the material is handled. Students need to learn to see the broad implications of each issue, as 
well as learning to analyze and synthesize the material. In this way, students will be able to apply 
what they have learned to other situations.  

Helping students become independent and critical thinkers 

Students become independent thinkers and critical thinkers (Objective 5) by working 
independently, yet under the guidance of responsive teachers. Therefore, an Honors course 
should give students a great deal of opportunity to think, write, and produce on their own (and in 
collaboration with their classmates) - as with papers and projects - and should give their work 
on-going feedback and encouragement. Honors courses should help students learn how to utilize 
their ideas in a broader social context - by helping them understand the origins, consequences, 
and principles underlying their ideas. 

Honors courses should also create a classroom environment that is open to many perspectives 
and points of view, where students are encouraged to take intellectual risks and feel safe doing 
so, where they learn to respect each other (although not necessarily each others’ ideas), and 
where they are taught to consider both the immediate and long term consequences of their own 
ideas. 
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When students become active learners through direct involvement with an issue, they develop 
attitudes and habits which may make them more active in the intellectual and cultural life of the 
community. It also makes them more aware of the political and social realities of that 
community.  

But for students to become truly active participants in their learning, they must become 
intellectual risk-takers. Therefore, Honors instructors themselves should be willing to take risks -
to teach in a different manner, to be open to challenges from students, to be willing to let the 
classroom discussion roam freely yet fruitfully. 

While Honors courses need to help students develop intellectually, instructors also need to hold 
them responsible for meeting the course requirements. Honors students may be brighter than the 
average student - more intellectually skeptical and (usually) highly motivated - but they are not 
necessarily better organized, better informed, or better prepared for their classes. Just like other 
students, they need to learn good work habits. Still, it would be unfair to hold them to a higher 
standard in this regard; most are, after all, 18 to 21 years old. Also, when designing an Honors 
course, it is important to remember that Honors courses are not meant to have more work for the 
sake of more work or harder work for the sake of harder work. The amount of work and its 
difficulty should serve a legitimate pedagogical purpose. 
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FIVE REASONS TO JOIN AN HONORS PROGRAM 
(From the web site of NextStepU) 

You have the grades, a high SAT or ACT score and the motivation to work hard in your classes. 
So it’s no surprise that you’re looking at honors colleges and programs at the schools you’re 
considering. 
Should you enroll? Here are five reasons why you should at least consider an honors program. 

It prepares you for grad school 
When Kelly Ross starts her graduate degree in psychology at the University of Alabama-
Birmingham, the Gonzaga University (gonzaga.edu) honors program grad will already have 
experience writing a thesis, presenting on a research topic and working closely with an adviser. 
Those weren’t little projects, either. Her thesis presentation was an hour and a half long, the 
paper required to be at least 40 pages. 
“Going into graduate school, I feel much more prepared for the work I’ll be doing there,” Ross 
says. 

Honors students get perks 
Priority registration is a big perk for Mansfield University’s (mansfield.edu) honors students. 
“The minute registration opens, they get first crack at everything,” says Dr. Sharon Carrish, who 
was director of the honors program there for six years. 
Honors students are also considered for special scholarships, receive a notation on their 
transcripts and get to participate in day trips and other social activities. And did we mention the 
special study abroad options? At Mansfield, two honors students earn a most-expenses-paid trip 
overseas. Last year, it was to China. 
Honors students also have something to tell potential employers. 
“It shows, ‘I was not the typical student; I went above and beyond,’” Carrish says. “You’re going 
to have a heck of an opener in the interview.” 

You’ll experience a different kind of teaching 
Alex Scott, director of admissions at Felician College (felician.edu), says that small, lively 
classes and social activities are great reasons to join an honors program. 
“But the biggest reason,” he says, “is the support of a group of people who are highly interested 
in learning.” 
Honors professors know they’re teaching the college’s top students. So their classes are often 
discussion-based, seminar-style classes instead of lectures. 
“The professors assumed you already did the reading,” Ross says. “They might clarify a couple 
of things, but it’s about taking the lessons a step further." 

Instant community 
Honors students at the University of Denver take some of the university’s required classes in 
small, honors-only courses. 
“This gives students the chance to meet and mingle with their peers in the classroom, and take 
classes that are perhaps a little more challenging,” says Eric Gould, professor of English and 
director of the University Honors Program there. 
At Gonzaga, Ross took classes with just 17 students. 
“Your professor and classmates know you really well, so you can’t blow it off,” Ross says.  
 

http://www.gonzaga.edu/�
http://www.mansfield.edu/�
http://www.felician.edu/�
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It’s different—not necessarily more—work 
“They don’t take additional classes; they take other classes,” says Carrish of students in 
Mansfield’s honors program. “A typical student would need six hours in humanities; a typical 
honors student would take six hours of honors humanities." 
“Technically, the classes that we’re taking have the same names as the classes other students are 
taking,” Ross says. 
At the University of Denver, the honors sequence partially fulfills the university’s general 
education requirements and includes classes in writing, social and natural sciences and the 
humanities. 
Honors students who are looking to earn a distinction in their major must also take 12 to 16 
hours of coursework and complete a thesis. 
“These 12 to 16 hours are usually required for the major anyway,” Gould says.  

Your next step 
“Honors means such different things at different colleges,” Ross says. “Find out as much as you 
can. If you’re really considering it, visiting the college and talking to students is huge. … You 
don’t want to be in a program where people are just trying to be the smartest. You want people to 
be able to respect what you have to say.”  
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Magazine 
12 January 2011 Last updated at 20:36 ET 

Is there a genius in all of us? 

 
Those who think geniuses are born and not made should think again, says author David Shenk. 
Where do athletic and artistic abilities come from? With phrases like "gifted musician", "natural 
athlete" and "innate intelligence", we have long assumed that talent is a genetic thing some of us 
have and others don't.  
But new science suggests the source of abilities is much more interesting and improvisational. It 
turns out that everything we are is a developmental process and this includes what we get from 
our genes. 
A century ago, geneticists saw genes as robot actors, always uttering the same lines in exactly the 
same way, and much of the public is still stuck with this old idea. In recent years, though, 
scientists have seen a dramatic upgrade in their understanding of heredity.  
They now know that genes interact with their surroundings, getting turned on and off all the 
time. In effect, the same genes have different effects depending on who they are talking to.  
Malleable 
"There are no genetic factors that can be studied independently of the environment," says 
Michael Meaney, a professor at McGill University in Canada.  
 

 
“It would be folly to suggest that anyone can literally do or become anything. But the new 
science tells us that it's equally foolish to think that mediocrity is built into most of us” 
Quote David Shenk Author of The Genius in All of Us  
 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/�
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"And there are no environmental factors that function independently of the genome. [A trait] 
emerges only from the interaction of gene and environment." 
This means that everything about us - our personalities, our intelligence, our abilities - are 
actually determined by the lives we lead. The very notion of "innate" no longer holds together.  
"In each case the individual animal starts its life with the capacity to develop in a number of 
distinctly different ways," says Patrick Bateson, a biologist at Cambridge University.  
"The individual animal starts its life with the capacity to develop in a number of distinctly 
different ways. Like a jukebox, the individual has the potential to play a number of different 
developmental tunes. The particular developmental tune it does play is selected by [the 
environment] in which the individual is growing up." 
Is it that genes don't matter? Of course not. We're all different and have different theoretical 
potentials from one another. There was never any chance of me being Cristiano Ronaldo. Only 
tiny Cristiano Ronaldo had a chance of being the Cristiano Ronaldo we know now.  
But we also have to understand that he could have turned out to be quite a different person, with 
different abilities. His future football magnificence was not carved in genetic stone.  
Doomed 
This new developmental paradigm is a big idea to swallow, considering how much effort has 
gone into persuading us that each of us inherits a fixed amount of intelligence, and that most of 
us are doomed to be mediocre. 
The notion of a fixed IQ has been with us for almost a century. Yet the original inventor of the 
IQ test, Alfred Binet, had quite the opposite opinion, and the science turns out to favour Binet.  
"Intelligence represents a set of competencies in development," said Robert Sternberg from Tufts 
University in the US in 2005, after many decades of study. 
Talent researchers Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, Kevin Rathunde and Samuel Whalen agree.  
"High academic achievers are not necessarily born 'smarter' than others," they write in their book 
Talented Teenagers, "but work harder and develop more self-discipline." 
James Flynn of the University of Otago in New Zealand has documented how IQ scores 
themselves have steadily risen over the century - which, after careful analysis, he ascribes to 
increased cultural sophistication. In other words, we've all gotten smarter as our culture has 
sharpened us.  
Most profoundly, Carol Dweck from Stanford University in the US, has demonstrated that 
students who understand intelligence is malleable rather than fixed are much more intellectually 
ambitious and successful.  
The same dynamic applies to talent. This explains why today's top runners, swimmers, bicyclists, 
chess players, violinists and on and on, are so much more skilful than in previous generations.  
All of these abilities are dependent on a slow, incremental process which various micro-cultures 
have figured out how to improve. Until recently, the nature of this improvement was merely 
intuitive and all but invisible to scientists and other observers.  
Soft and sculptable 
But in recent years, a whole new field of "expertise studies", led by Florida State University 
psychologist Anders Ericsson, has emerged which is cleverly documenting the sources and 
methods of such tiny, incremental improvements.  
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Born to be a footballer?  
Bit by bit, they're gathering a better and better understanding of how different attitudes, teaching 
styles and precise types of practice and exercise push people along very different pathways.  
Does your child have the potential to develop into a world-class athlete, a virtuoso musician, or a 
brilliant Nobel-winning scientist?  
It would be folly to suggest that anyone can literally do or become anything. But the new science 
tells us that it's equally foolish to think that mediocrity is built into most of us, or that any of us 
can know our true limits before we've applied enormous resources and invested vast amounts of 
time.  
Our abilities are not set in genetic stone. They are soft and sculptable, far into adulthood. With 
humility, with hope, and with extraordinary determination, greatness is something to which any 
kid - of any age - can aspire.  
David Shenk is the author of The Genius in All of Us. 
 

How a London cabbie's brain grows 

 
London cabbies famously navigate one of the most complex cities in the world.  
In 1999, neurologist Eleanor Maguire conducted MRI scans on their brains and compared them 
with the brain scans of others.  
In contrast with non-cabbies, experienced taxi drivers had a greatly enlarged posterior 
hippocampus - that part of the brain that specialises in recalling spatial representations.  
What's more, the size of cabbies' hippocampi correlated directly with each driver's experience: 
the longer the driving career, the larger the posterior hippocampus.  
That showed that spatial tasks were actively changing cabbies' brains. This was perfectly 
consistent with studies of violinists, Braille readers, meditation practitioners, and recovering 
stroke victims. 
Our brains adapt in response to the demands we put on them.  
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